
Achieve 2015 Strategic Plan for LFCC - 2014-15 8/26/14

Goal Initiating Unit Outcome Method Benchmark Results Improvement

Access President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will increase enrollment from 

underserved populations

Increase enrollment from underserved 

populations by 3% over 2013-14.

Numeric goal The URP went down -3% over last year (2013/14 was 

5,507 & 2014/15 was 5,363).  Note that over all 

enrollment declined by -2% (2013/14 was 9,613 & 

2014/15 was 9,427).

The college is working on strategies to improve enrollment 

of under-represented populations. LFCC received a grant to 

help create an ESL program. That program has been developed 

and we are working to promote this heavily in the counties of 

Frederick, Shenandoah, and Fauquier and the City of 

Winchester. Prior to the ESL program, many of these students 

did not attend college. Other students in our Fauquier 

service region would plan to attend NVCC. We have seen great 

success already in these course offerings and are able now to 

expand our recruitment to include translation of marketing 

materials, and visits to areas where our large under-

represented populations reside. In addition to these efforts, we 

have increased our marketing to students in grades 8 through 

12, including bringing them on campus to see what LFCC has to 

offer them and to create the awareness of our college being 

an option to them. Many of these students are first-generation 

students that are identified by their teachers and counselors as 

students who would likely start at our college.

Access President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will increase enrollment in Middle College LFCC will increase enrollment by 5% in 

the fourth year of our Middle College 

Program for the fall semester 2014.

Numeric goal LFCC has enrolled 15 students who are eligible for 

Middle College in regular ABE programs, and are 

providing them with support to move into LFCC 

programs through our coach for ABE completers. That 

coach is working with 27 students who are currently 

enrolled in LFCC and 15 who are planning to enroll. 

The middle college program has been phased out.

Access President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will increase enrollment and FTE LFCC will increase enrollment and FTE 

by 1% over 2013-14.

Numeric goal Enrollment declined by -2% (2013/14 was 9,613 & 

2014/15 was 9,427).  FTES decreased by -1% (2013/14 

was 4,070 & 2014/15 was 4,012).

The college is hiring a full-time recruitment specialist who will 

be leading the effort to attract new students, as well as an 

expanded effort will be led to increase the overal retention 

rate.

Access President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will develop educational programs Develop at least two new academic 

program (degree, certificate, or career 

studies certificate) that respond to 

emerging, critical workforce needs.

Numeric goal LFCC has developed an associate of science degree in 

science with specializations in engineering, agriculture 

science, and health science. The college also developed 

a general studies degree specialization in human 

services. LFCC partnered with John Tyler Community 

College to modify a current health science certificate to 

allow for transfer to JTCC’s funeral services degree 

program.  

This goals was met; however, the academic divisions will continue to 

investigate new programs that can be added in the upcoming 

academic year in order to continue to meet the needs of students and 

our local employers.

Access President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will begin the third year of the Great 

Expectations Program. 

LFCC will increase participation in 

Great Expectations Program by 4% 

over the fall semester 2013.

Numeric goal Great Expectations Program Fall 2014 enrollment was 

26 students compared to 20 students in Fall 2013 

resulting in a 30% increase. Fall 2014 enrollment 26 

included 4 Fauquier students, 2 Luray-Page County 

Center students, and 2 online students.  

Increased numbers of students at Fauquier and Luray have the GE 

Coach spending more time at those locations, and will allow for 

increased recruitment and outreach in those areas; The availability of 

non‐credit opportunities for some students increases achievement for 

students who may not be ready for credit programs 

ACCESS:  LFCC will increase the number of individuals who are educated and trained with emphasis on increasing the number from underserved populations

AFFORDABILITY:  LFCC will reduce costs and increase the amount of financial aid awarded to students
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Goal Initiating Unit Outcome Method Benchmark Results Improvement
Affordability President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will increase financial aid applicants and 

recipients

Increase the number of students who 

apply for and who receive financial aid 

and scholarships by 3% over 2013-14.

Numeric goal Using the comparison point date of February 18 for aid 

year 2014 and 2015:  for aid year 2013-14, 3,716 

students were awarded based on 5,890 unduplicated 

applications. For aid year 2014-15, 3,494 students were 

awarded based on 5,792 unduplicated applications. 

Therefore, 63% of applications were awarded in 2013-

14 compared to 60% in 2014-15. 

We will continue our outreach efforts on and off campus and utilize 

our email efforts to keep students informed of the ability to apply for 

federal and state aid and scholarships, as well as how they view items 

they are required to submit to us to process their file. 

Affordability President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will monitor the benchmarks for the 

financial aid shared services model

Monitor the results of the financial 

shared services model and compare 

our performance to the performance 

benchmarks to determine our 

participation status. 

Compare performance to benchmarks LFCC has continued to monitor the financial aid services 

model. The last update was received in January 2015 

from the system office and reported that nine colleges 

are participating in the pilot, and that pilot and non-pilot 

colleges have similar performance. According to the 

system office, benchmarks developed by the group 

were never formally approved, so no additional data has 

been provided by colleges. 

There is not enough data at this time to determine if the goal has 

been met. Will continue to monitor it. 

Affordability President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will encourage faculty to choose lower 

cost textbooks and partcipate more in open 

resource materials

LFCC will reduce the cost of textbooks 

in a minimum of 10% of all course 

sections offered in 2014-15, and will 

report our progress on this goal by 

May 15, 2015.

Numeric goal A faculty survey was distributed in fall 2014 and again in 

spring 2015 to determine total course sections 

implementing cost reduction efforts. Results from the 

fall 2014 survey reported that 104 sections were 

implementing cost reduction efforts resulting in an 

average savings per student of $108.47. The spring 2015 

survey reported 219 sections implementing cost 

reduction efforts resulting in an average savings per 

student of $106. Total sections with reduced cost course 

materials for 2014-15 equaled 323. A total of 2,692 

sections were offered in 2014-15, therefore cost 

reduction efforts were implemented in 12% of sections.

While this goal was met, there is a continued emphasis on reviewing 

textbook costs and determining if free or reduced cost alternatives 

can be used that offer the same content and quality. We expect 

additional savings for students in the next academic year.

STUDENT SUCCESS:  Increase the number of students graduating, transferring or completing a workforce credential, including increasing the success of students from underserved populations; LFCC will improve retention and provide more learning opportunities
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Student Success President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will enhance veteran services LFCC will monitor our previously 

approved plan to expand and enhance 

services for veterans and active duty 

military personnel with attention to 

prior learning. This monitoring report 

will be submitted to the Chancellor by 

October 1, 2014.

Document activity The monitoring report was submitted prior to October 

1, 2014. We continue to monitor our services for 

veterans. LFCC has formed a partnership with the 

Virginia Wounded Warrior Program (VWWP), and hosts 

weekly veterans’ socials. Tom Forrest, a veteran peer 

specialist with VWWP heads these socials, which gives 

veteran students an open forum to discuss challenges 

facing them as they adjust to being a civilian and a 

student. These meetings are held every Tuesday from 

noon to 2 pm, and lunch is provided by VWWP. Veteran 

students have priority registration, which begins three 

days prior to open registration. To assist veterans in 

choosing their courses, LFCC has begun to host advising 

sessions specifically for veterans. These sessions are 

held prior to open registration so that veterans are able 

to choose and enroll in the classes they need before 

they fill. The dedicated veteran’s specialist attends 

meetings hosted by Joining Community Forces in 

Culpeper, Virginia, which provides access to veteran 

initiatives in LFCC’s service region. This group allows the 

specialist to better recognize services geared towards 

veteran students, and inform students about these 

resources. LFCC is currently seeking to establish 

connections with veterans in other states, specifically 

West Virginia, and assist them in taking advantage of 

new policies that permit them to attend LFCC, and pay 

in-state tuition. 

LFCC has hired a Veterans Specialist (full-time) and a Veterans 

Assistant/Certifying Official (part-time) to serve and work directly 

with veterans students. These two staff members work together 

providing case management for veterans from their initial New 

Student appointment through graduation. Additionally, LFCC  is 

particpating in the Virginia's Veterans Services Demonstration Project, 

wherein LFCC has committed and is working towards awarding more 

college credit for prior military service/military training and creating a 

Veterans mentoring program. In fall, LFCC establish a Veterans 

advisory committee. LFCC Veterans students are working to establish 

a Veterans club to provide peer support to one another. Additionally, 

LFCC has been once again recognized as a military friendly school. 

Student Success President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will continue to implement and monitor 

the SAILS system

The early alert system (SAILS) will 

continue to be used; LFCC will track 

the usage and effectiveness on 

student persistence.

Document activity Seventy‐two percent of faculty utilized SAILS in the 

2014‐2015 academic year.

The 72% of faculty who utilized SAILS represents an increase of 12% 

over the 2014-15 goal of having 60% of faculty use the early alert 

system. The retention specialist will use these findings to set goals for 

the next acadmic year and will continue to monitor faculty usage of 

SAILS. Additionally, the college will begin collecting SAILS data to see 

if it has a long-term impact on enrollment. 

Student Success President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will improve college and career transition 

for students in training and coaching programs

LFCC will increase retention, earning 

of credentials and/or transitioning to 

employment for participants in 

Perkins, On Ramp, Middle College, 

Great Expectations and career and 

adult coaching by developing 

standardized processes for data 

collection, reporting, tracking, and 

validation of credential and 

employment outcomes of students in 

these programs. 

LFCC is using the systems set in place through our 

Round 2 Trade Act Grant to maintain data on all these 

populations. Coaches are providing transition assistance 

and follow-up to determine outcomes for credentials 

and employment. 

The VCCS has developed a system within PeopleSoft to track student 

credential attainment. We will begin using that system to track the 

credentials attained by students - both non-credit, credit, and dual 

enrollment.

Student Success President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will continue to explore emerging learning 

technologies

LFCC currently has an impressive 

professional development training 

program in the use of emerging 

technologies; the associate dean of 

technology will continue to offer 

training in these areas, and LFCC will 

increase the number of faculty using 

these tools by 5% in 2014-15.

Document activity; numeric goal As of March 2015, the number of faculty receiving 

certification to teach online/hybrid from LFCC’s Design 

Camp was 23, compared to 7 in 2013-14. The total 

number of faculty trained and producing instructional 

video totals 8 for 2014-15. Faculty users of software 

purchased by ITO for instruction in 2014-15:  Adobe 

Presenter (3), Screencast-O-Matic Pro (11); Bamboo 

Tablet (2). Online chat via LFCC Online webpage:  4 

advising center users added increasing the number of 

users by 67% in 2014-15. Karen Kellison, associate dean 

of instructional technology, co-chaired the 2015 

FantasTech Virtual Conference. LFCC had 29 participants 

and 2 presenters resulting in a total of 68.7 hours in the 

virtual environment.  

LFCC Office of Instructional Technology will continue to explore 

emerging technologies and conduct training with faculty.  We would 

like to increase the number of student services staff who monitor and 

answer inquires on the LFCC Online webpage (currently 4.)  
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Student Success President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC representative will continue to participate 

in the development of digital textbook study for 

high volume courses

LFCC representative will continue to 

participate in the development of 

digital textbook study for high volume 

courses. 

Document activity Karen Kellison, associate dean of instructional 

technology, continued to serve on the VCCS Textbook 

Costs and Digital Learning Resources (TCDLR) committee 

during the 2014‐15 year. LFCC’s final report was 

released to the VCCS Re-engineering Task Force in 

January 2015 and can be accessed via 

http://edtech.vccs.edu/the-digital-revolution-will-be-

livestreamed/. This report included actionable items to 

reduce costs of textbooks for students.

This VCCS committee submitted their final report the chancellor and 

has disbanded.  

Workforce President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will serve employers through college 

courses and programs

Increase the number of employers 

served through college credit and 

noncredit courses, customized 

training, and other outreach efforts by 

3%.  

Document number of students enrolled 

with Lumens, PeopleSoft, and admin 

tools using VCCS students served 

definition and reporting method

2014 served 1,233 (with SBDC numbers) 2015 served 

1068 w/o SBDC numbers, and 1587 with SBDC numbers

Baseline was established and the recognition of the impact of SBDC 

numbers in the outcomes. This year, the numbers were further 

separted to show both WSCE and SBDC employer contribution 

numbers to the overall goal.

Workforce President's goal to 

VCCS

Increased customized and Open Enrollment 

Training

LFCC Workforce Training will increase 

the number of businesses returning 

for customized and open enrollment 

training by 3%.

Document number of students enrolled 

with Lumens, PeopleSoft, and admin 

tools using VCCS students served 

definition and reporting method

10,760 students served, a flat increase. We served 

10,777 in 2014

Strive to increase the 3% again from baseline

Workforce President's goal to 

VCCS

Implement Workforce Enterprise System LFCC piloted the WES system in 2009 

with excellent results; LFCC will 

continue to serve as a resource for the 

expansion of this pilot system wide.

Document activity We went live in May 2015 on the SIS side and live on 

6/30 on the AIS side.

None are needed - monitor system for downtime and any process 

issues.

Workforce President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will support employment attainment Increase job placement rates by On 

Ramp participants by 5% and provide 

job placement services via TAA-funded 

adult career coaches and job 

placement coordinators.

Numeric goal LFCC increased the amount of participants served in FY 

2015 to 68, an increase from the 40 particpants served 

in FY 2014.

Monitor trends in programs that lead to successful exit and job entry 

such as the CMA program

Workforce President's goal to 

VCCS

Rebuild the Workforce Investment Board (WIB) 

partnership

Continue to have a representative on 

the WIB board and executive board; 

reframe the WIB partnership with the 

new One Stop contractor who began 

July 1, 2014.

Document activity We were successful in establishing the working 

relationships and intake process to serve many students 

through our CMA, Welding, and Trades programs in 

2014/2015

We continue to refine the intake process for now for ALL THREE 

populations of WIOA. We had only served Dislocated Adults in the 

past. We are now expanding to serve the ADULT and YOUTH 

populations based on improving the relationships and processes with 

the new partner.

Workforce WSCE Achieve 120 customized contracts, averaging at 

least 10 per month

Monitor monthly metrics and adjust 

activity appropriately.

Numeric goal 124 total contracts, which exceeded the goal of 10 per 

month.

Capacitiy planning for future business development staff and revenue 

goals.

Workforce WSCE Offer a new Signature Leadership event in Fall 

2014; benchmark for long-term sustainability to 

diversify from Disney

Monitor monthly metrics and adjust 

activity appropriately.

Document activity We offered the first  Legends in Leadership  event on 

11/19/14 with speaker Art Jackson. We partnered with 

the local SHRM group as well. A morning class was held 

and then Art was a keynote speaker at lunchtime. There 

were 33 people in attendance. The event brought in an 

additional $2788 in revenue that we have not had in the 

previous Fall leadership classes. We also offered a 

Customer Service Leadership Breakfast in partnership 

with Chick-FilA. There were 67 students in attendance 

which generated another $3,283 in revenue.

Several alternatives for Disney were researched and the speakers the 

team felt would bring in the enrollments were too expensive and too 

risky to try. Several meetings were held to discuss alternatives, 

however the team decided to stay with Disney in the Spring product 

mix. The two Fall events were not large enough to offset the loss of 

Disney. We will however continue to offer both the "Legends in 

Leadership" and the "Customer Service" event in the Fall of 2015.

Resources President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will increase LFCC fundraising LFCC will increase LFCC fundraising by 

10% over 2013-14. 

Funds accounting; numeric goal LFCC raised $1.32 million in gifts to the educational 

foundation and $3.25 million in grant funding. The 

Foundation fiscal year runs January – December.  

The LFCC Educational Foundation will continue to set stretch goals for 

fundraising and align its fundraising priorities with the college's 

strategic plan.

WORKFORCE:  Increase the number of employers provided training and services to 13,000, with a particular focus on high-demand occupational fields; LFCC will develop new programs and partnerships for career readiness and career and technical education programs

RESOURCES:  Raise at least $2 million in cumulative gifts and grants to support the mission of Virginia’s Community Colleges; LFCC will be transparent, build relationships and seek grants
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Resources President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will submit new grant/contract proposals 

and receive additional contracts or grants

LFCC will submit a minimum of 3 

grant/contract proposals from new 

funding sources and will receive 

$200,000 in additional contracts or 

grants.

Numeric goal LFCC has received a Department of Labor TAACCCT 

grant for $3.25 million for the Knowledge to Work 

project (compentency based education).

Continued prospect research, with particular focus on  new private 

and family foundations.  

Resources President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will implement a planned giving program Create web and print marketing 

materials, educate board members, 

establish a donor society, and steward 

10 prospective planned giving donors. 

Document activity This project is ongoing and gaining momentum. 

Presentations have been given to the College Board, 

Foundation Board, and faculty convocation. Foundation 

staff has an active portfolio of 15 prospective legacy 

donors.   

(1) Establish a planned giving recognition society.  (2) Create 

informational packet for trust attorneys, financial managers, and 

prospective donors.  (3) Host small events or dinner parties to discuss 

estate planning.  (4) Explore the addition on the LFCC Foundation 

board of a CPA with expertise in wills and estates. 

Resources President's goal to 

VCCS

Host a fundraiser in each of the 3 College 

campus jurisdictions (Fauquier, Luray and 

Middletown)

Fundraisers will net $50,000 in 

unrestricted funding to support the 

Foundation.  

Document activity; numeric goal In 2014, the LFCC Foundation hosted the Shrimp Feast 

at the Middletown campus, the Luray Evening Under the 

Stars in Page County, and a science themed fundraiser 

event at the home of Mandi and David Hazel in Fauquier 

County. These three events netted $61,711. 

We constantly monitor the implementation of fundraising events to 

maximize efficiency and limit the amount of time required of a small 

staff.  Relative to other types of fundraising (major gifts, planned 

giving, grants, etc.), special events have a comparably low ROI.  

However, in addition to resource acquisition, there are other 

important goals with large fundraising events --  stewarding donors, 

building a spirit of regional pride,  and creating positive public 

relations for the college.

Resources President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will research the possibility of entering 

into a major gifts campaign

LFCC will continue to research the 

possibility of entering into a major 

gifts campaign. 

Document activity The LFCC Foundation Board had a fundraising consultant 

to facilitate a board retreat in which a possible major 

gifts campaign was discussed at length. 

LFCC will continue to work on building Foundation Board capacity and 

support for a major gifts campaign, but one is not planned in the near 

future. 

Infrastructure President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will successfully manage the design and 

construction of a major renovation to Fairfax 

Hall 

LFCC FAS unit will manage the design 

and construction to include all 

stakeholders and to better organize 

student and staff movement 

throughout the building.

Document project progress and budget This project is currently half way through the 

construction process and the completed sections have 

greatly improved building functionality and useage.  

Although the project is only halfway completed, the completed 

sections are of high quality and greatly improve the student 

experience.  The project remains on budget and ahead of schedule at 

this time.

Infrastructure President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will successfully manage the design and 

construction of a major renovation to the Barn 

at the Fauquier campus

LFCC FAS unit will manage the design 

and construction to include all 

stakeholders and to improve the 

functionality, usability and appearance 

of the this iconic campus structure.

Document project progress and budget A final design was selected after numerous stakeholder 

meetings with the campus community. The transformed 

space will allow the college to better utilize this iconic 

structure on the Fauquier campus. 

This project has not yet started and this goal will be continued into 

next year.

Infrastructure President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will continue to successfully manage the 

new fitness center

LFCC FAS unit will develop standard 

operating procedures, liability forms, 

staffing schedules, cleaning schedules, 

and other assocated administrative 

tasks related to running this new 

facility.

Document activity The fitness center operation has been open for more 

than a year now and there have been no operational 

issues thus far. The fitness center staff continue to work 

with academic and student success departments on 

programming for the space. Early feedback received 

from students on the fitness center has all been very 

positive. 

Student involvement on campus has greatly improved on campus as a 

result of this addition.  Further, academic program offerings have 

increased as a result of having access to a high-quality facility.

INFRASTRUCTURE:  LFCC will address space and facilities needs
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Infrastructure President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will continue a classroom redesign project Faculty input will drive classroom set 

up and technology improvements; this 

builds upon a classroom inspection 

checklist that was started three years 

ago.

Document activity This group continues to meet and provide valuable 

feedback to the IT and facilities departments on new 

spaces as well as improvements to existing spaces. 

Spaces continue to be transformed to increase the learning 

environment for our students and to assist faculty in teaching in more 

creative ways that can increase student engagement.

Infrastructure FAS LFCC will construct a new parking lot at the 

Middletown campus near the SHP and Corron 

buildings

The new parking lot will be available 

by the Fall of 2015 to provide 

sufficient and convenient parking for 

our students and visitors.

Document activity This project is still undergoing permit review and is 

expected to start construction in the spring of 2016.

This project has not yet started and this goal will be continued into 

next year.

Infrastructure FAS A second Internet service provider will be 

utilized to provide resilient, stable, and 

redundant Internet service to both campuses

A Comcast Metro E Circuit will be 

established at each campus providing 

an independent connection backbone 

cabling infrastructure to prevent 

Internet outages in the future.

Document activity This work has been completed. We have had no Internet outages since completing this work.  

Outages can cause a huge disruption to the educational process as 

many faculty use Internet during classes and students use the Internet 

to study outside of class.

Infrastructure FAS LFCC will install new lighting in the parking lot 

of the Fauquier campus to improve energy 

efficiency and safety

The new lighting will be installed by 

the Summer of 2015.

Document activity This work has been completed. The improved lighting has improved campus security in the parking 

lot while producing cost savings because of the efficiencies gained.

Infrastructure FAS LFCC will open a new location at Vint Hill for 

the Spring 2015 semester

This new location will open on time 

with five classrooms, space for 

students and faculty to work, and 

various other student support spaces.

Document activity The new location opened in January of 2015. The facility is of very high quality and the course offerings have 

already greatly increased as a result of this location opening.

Organizational 

Development

President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will continue to promote a one-college 

climate

Hold three professional development 

events for staff that promote a 

coherent, consistent college-wide 

philosophy.

Document activity Held at least five PD events for staff that promoted a 

one-college concept: (1) commencement; (2) employee 

appreciation events; (3) convocation; (4) annual PD on-

site conference, and (5) employee and recognition 

awards.  Published monthly PD sessions presented by 

various units.

Goal was achieved; however, continuous learning is encouraged and 

supported at LFCC.  A President's Career Enrichment program will be 

developed to provide College orientation information to all new and 

current employees, as well as focused career enrichment training for 

a selected cohort of part-time and full-time employees who apply for 

the program. 

Organizational 

Development

President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will continue to promote a one-college 

climate

Promote a successful event to 

celebrate commencement in a 

common location.

Document activity A successful 2015 Commencement Ceremony was held 

as one college. 

Goal was achieved; will continue to hold commencement in a 

common location. 

Organizational 

Development

President's goal to 

VCCS

LFCC will pursue the Chronicle of Higher 

Education ’s "Great Colleges to Work For" 

designation; LFCC has achieved this designation 

in 2012, 2013 and 2014 

Achieve designation of "Great Colleges 

to Work For" from Chronicle of Higher 

Education  in 2015. 

Document activity LFCC was designated as a 2015 "Great College To Work 

For" by the Chronicle of Higher Education; LFCC was 

once again named to the Honor Roll

The survey results reflect employee and leadership responses to 

questions in various category areas. The data is converted to 

percentage rates ranging from Excellent to Poor for each category 

and by employee classification. This data shows us areas that require 

more attention (i.e., processes, communication, programs, etc.)

Organizational 

Development

Human Resources LFCC will improve the College's talent/ 

recruitment management system

System implementation. Expansion of program design, 

applications and outreach efforts

SilkRoad OpenHire cloud-based software was 

implemented in October, 2014.

Goal has been achieved.  System transactions will be closely 

monitored to ensure system is performing effectively and efficiently.

Organizational 

Development 

Human Resources LFCC will increase the diversity of the candidate 

recruitment pools

First year of initiative will be used to 

benchmark.

Increased diversity in faculty, 

administrator and staff employment 

demographics

28.6% increase in diversity demographics. Will continue to strive for increased diversity in employment of our 

workforce demographics.  This will include our continued 

employment outreach efforts utilizing social media and other web-

based job sites.

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:  LFCC will streamline, improve decision-making and promote one college
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